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Dankwoord

What matters the most is not what awaits you at the finish line, it is what you
feel while you are running...

It has been a long and exciting journey, and none of it would have been
possible without the precious contribution of the people around me. I looked
back after writing the last word of this thesis and realized the acknowledgements
might have easily become the larger chapter in this book if I were to thank every
person who had been with me along the way. Hence, this will be a short and
regrettably incomplete list of those who shared with me the victories and failures
of this experience.

I would like to start by saying thanks to my supervisor Herr Direktor Prof
Dr Idontknowwhichothertitleimforgetting Mischa Bonn for guiding me through
the jungle of my PhD, and keeping his door always open (after knocking that
is) for all of my weird scientific and personal questions. I am aware I was not
the easiest student to supervise, but you did an excellent job and the things I
learnt from you go way beyond the scientific experience. Also, I would like to
say thanks to Michiel for being my first CARS teacher and handing the baton
on to me. These years would not have been the same without the brilliant
CARS groupies. Thanks to you the long hours in the dark - sarcasm free -
CARS lab were a whole different experience. Kat, we have been through so
many things together that I can hardly think of you as just a colleague. It was
a privilege to meet you and to work with you and I am superproud of having
earned the padrino title. James, I really appreciate your patience in always
helping me out and entertaining me with cricket in the lab, and I sincerely
thank you for being there when I felt I had had too much. Thanks to Nils for
your zen attitude, for teaching me the little I know about biology (and about
painting a house) but especially for listening to my endless complains. Thanks
as well to Alex and Megan. Guys, you were legen... waitforit... dary members
of the team. Thanks to my student Maarten. I still wonder if I managed to
teach you anything useful, but I definitely learnt a lot from supervising you. My
special thanks go to Ruben for sharing the office with me and always giving me
a nice hug first thing upon arriving at work, and Avi for his very special crash
course on PhD life and, actually, just for being so Avi. My PhD would not
have been the same without my informal supervisors Kramer and Enrique. K,
thank you so much for our endless conversations about practically everything,
the advices, the huge piles of articles you kept suggesting I should read and I
never did, and your magic trick for disappearing. Enrique, you have been a
great friend and a critical scientific advisor, but especially the best company
when it came to drinking ’just one beer’ and talking life philosophy. I really
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enjoyed sharing my days with the BaBo people, Joep, Ronnie, Ellen, Johannes,
Susumo, Gennady, Mimmo, Klaas, Lukasz, Cho, Soren, Yves, Stephan, Sietse,
Steven, Maaike, Maria, Zhen, and Huib. Thanks to the Mass Spec group for
our project together. Ron, Florian, and especially Gert. Most of the mess I
made in these years would not have been half as much fun without the tech
support people solving it for me. Thanks to the ICT people, Carl, Richard,
and Wiebe, for dealing with my Mac madness. Priceless has been the help of
Marc Jan and Hinco. Guys, I really cannot find the words to thank you for
saving my whatsthewordinenglish all these times. You are beyond doubt the
closest to MacGyver I will ever get to see. I would like to thank Bergin for
being more than family to me during this PhD and for the light in his eyes
when he tells stories, and some very special AMOLFers, Marina, Ymkje, Wing
Kiu, Wiet, Jose, Georg, Lara, Ana, Marjon, Ivana, and Jochen. Finally I would
like to thank the AMOLF design department, secretaries and administration
for making my life a lot simpler in a number of occasions. Guys, needless to
say it was a pleasure and a honor sharing this experience with you...

Part of this PhD was performed at Chalmers University in the Enejder
group. It was a wonderful time, which I shared with fantastic people. Thanks
to Annika who always treated me as a member of the family, to Christian and
Fredrik who taught me a great deal of things and were always available to
help, to Malin, Jan Olof, and Lena for the fruktstunder, and to Valeria for
being a great officemate. Also, I would like to thank my new colleagues at
the MPI in Mainz where I have been working in the last months, Francesco,
Andrea, Kamila, Erik, Hans Jorg, Zoltan, Dimitri, Maria, Kalina, Bernard,
Tobias, Joe and Victor. Special thanks to the new CARS folks, Sapun and Will
for bringing fresh energies in the game, for tearing my setups apart, and for the
group meetings not too early in the morning.

Many people outside the academic walls also played an important role in
shaping my life in the last years. I would like to thank my Amsterdam salsa
crew (Flora, Lello, Susanne, Moa, Eugen, Paulina, Lenny, Marteen, Mouw, and
James) and all my other salsa friends scattered around the globe with whom
I shared many adventures dancing the nights away. A big thanks to my salsa
show team, the eStilo family, for the performances and the hard trainings, Ning,
Moranni, Linda, Ron, Juni, Derrick, Tatiana, Emmelien, Dwight, Daphne, San-
dra, and especially Sergio who has been my salsa guru from day one. Words are
not enough for thanking Jurg for opening the Pandora’s box of my mind, and
Huib, Somesh and Luca for picking up the thread of the task. For the inspiring
conversations and the beautiful moments lived together, I would like to thank
Scion, Ramon, Davide B, Kim, Anne, Kit, Marijn, Fanny, Cecile, Eddie, Trilly,
Bea, Simo and Martina. Each and every one of you has a special place in my
heart.

None of this, and I seriously mean none of this would have been possible
without five very special people. I thank Roxy for always looking after me and
(mostly) keeping me out of trouble. Thanks to Gianni for our bromantic and
philosophic meetings. Thanks to my rational mirror, mio fratello mancato Ci-
ccio, for being by my side on the ad maiora route. Really really thanks to my
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two brothers, il Papi Daniele e Laura, for the priceless triangular communica-
tion and the (sort of) unconditional support. I cannot use words to say that
Amsterdam would not have been the same without you. But maybe I can use
numbers...

Dirijo un agradecimiento especial a Sandra. Yat, sin tu inspiracion no exis-
tiria esta poesia...

Per concludere, desidero ringraziare i miei genitori e mia sorella Giusy. A
voi che mi avete dato la possibilitá di arrivare fino a qui, che con pazienza mi
avete accompagnato lungo il cammino e sul cui consiglio posso sempre contare,
va tutta la mia gratitudine. Vi voglio tantissimo bene, e questo giorno é tutto
per voi.

I would like to dedicate this thesis to Francesco and zia Nina, whom are still
greatly missed.




